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If an infinite flat e lastic plate containing a circular hole is sub-
jected to a loading which amounts to simple uniaxi al tens ion at distances 
remote from the hole, the classical solution by Kirsch provides an evalua-
tion of the stress components th roughout the plate, prov ided the loading 
is sufficiently small. However if t he tensile loading i s progressively 
i ncre ased , there comes a point when Kirsch's &olution becomes i nvalid, 
either t hrough inelastic action at the most highly stressed regions in the 
plate, or through buckling of the pllate from its origi na l plane. The 
these ci j cumstances has previously been question of buckling under dis-
cussed only by Danis, who dealt experimentally with f inite plates, and by 
Pellet t who performed a theoretical s t udy of an infinite plate. The 
present thesi s pinpoints and 
and leads to the result tha t 
reaches the value 
correct j some errors in Pellett's analysis, 
bucklin~ impends when the tensile stress 
s 
cr 
= l . 720 E (t/a) 2 
where E denotes Young's modu lus and t/a denotes the ratio of plate thick-
ness to hole radius. Thi s evalua tio~ is for Poisson's rat i o y = 0.3, 
a commonly used value , but evaluations are also made for other values of 
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The well known solution by Kirsch (6) for the membrane stre·s.ses in 
an infinite plate containing a circular hole and under a state of uni-
axial tensile stress at an infinite distance shows that ther~ are r.egions 
in the plate where one or both of the principal membrane stresses are 
compressive. Thus it seems reasonable to expect that for sufficiently 
thin plates under sufficiently great tensile stress, the platte ·may buckle 
out of its original plane. Danis (2) and Pellett (7) seem to be the only 
ones who have studied this problem. Danis performed ~est.s on plates of 
finite dimensions and inferred, incorrectly we now believe, a certain type 
of dependence of buckling stress upon ratio of plate width to hole diameter. 
Pellett considered the problem of the infinite p~ate, 4sing an energy 
1nethod to calculate the critical buckling stres~. However, his analysis 
contains some errors which invalidate his r.esults. 'fhese errors came to 
attention during attempts to deal with "Howland ' ·s problem", described in 
Appendix D hereof, and attention was immediately focussed upon correcting 
Pellett 1 s analysis and computing corrected r.esults. 'Gratef1,1l acknowledge-
ment is made to Pellett for his cooperation in verifying the nature of his 
errors and in offering suggestions for correcting the analysis. 
During the recomputations which were necessary, tUSii.ng the corrected 
theory, two additional improvements were made on what Pellett had done 
earlier. For one thing, the nature of the analysis requires that the 
buckling stress be inferred as a lower bound of a number of determinations 
each of \..rhich is itself slightly in error. ln th~ present analysis a 
least-squares inference is made so as to maximize the objectivity of the 
inference. Also, although it might be expected ~hat variation in Poisson's 
ratio would have but slight influence upon the buckling stress, a quanti-
tative comparison is of interest, and this is accomplished herein. 
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s s 
Figu re 1 
The speci fic problem under i nvestigation is illustrated in Figure 
. . 
1. The center ' of t he circu lar hole is taken as the origin of a set of 
cylindrical coordinates (r, Q, z) and a set of cartes i an coordinates (x, 
y , z ). The z - axis, not shown, f orms a right-handed orthogonal set with 
t he x and y axes. The radius o f the hole is~ (See Figure 1) and the 
j. ' I 
plate thickness is t. For convenience we temporarily take the unit of 
length to be one hole radius , so that the corresponding hole radius is 
unity and the plate thicknes s is h = t /~ . However, the i nfluence of 
variations in hole radius is properly re- introduced in reporting final 
results. 
At a very iar ge distance fr om the hole it is assumed t hat t he state 
of stress is a simple uniaxial tensile stress S in the x direction. I f 
the value of S is sufficient l y small, Kirsch' s so lution correctly des-
. l 
cribes the stress distribution in the entire plate. However, if S is 
increased, Kirsch's solution will even tually become invalid, either through 
inelas tic action of engineering materials stressed above their proportion-
a l limits, or through buckling of the plate out of its origi nal plane. 
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Kirsch's solution, along with a knowledge of the properties and behavior 
of the mat e r i al, is suff icient to permit determining the value of S for 
which inelastic action begins. The problem of tnterest herein is deter-
mining t he value of S f or which buckling is imminent, under the presump-
tion t hat the material is still perfectly elastic. 
Th is problem will be called the problem of incipient buckling. The 
critical value of S is t hat above which Kirsch's ~Qlution is no longer 
valid because of buck ling. However, no attempt i~ made herein to dis-
cuss t he post-buck l i ng problem, that is, the prqblem of determining stress 
and de f lection dist r ibutions for values of S greater than that required 
for incipient buck ling. It is clea~however, that info~ation about this 
evident l y diff icu l t problem would be of value. 
Similarly , since all plates in existence are finite in all dimensions, 
it wou l d be of i nterest to consider finite plates. The infinite plate is 
an evident good case with which to start because, besides offering fewer 
mathemat i cal difficulties than the infinitely long st~ip of finite width 
(hereafter called the infinite strip) or the finite plate , there is avail-
able a tractable solution for membrane stresses. Before the errors in 
Pellett ' s analys i s came to attention,the writer was Attempting to deal 
with t he problem of the infini te strip. Althpugh no useful results were 
obtained for this much more difficult proble~, ~ever~heless some details 
of the attempts are r eported in Appendix D for whatever use they may be to 
others who will work on this problem. 
It is proper to delineate the relation of this thesis to that of 
Pellett . The viewpoints are essentially the same. The fundamental equa-
tions from which t he analysis proceeds are essentially the same except that 
Pellett made an error in his derivation which amounts to a factor of two . 
In t he pre sent the s i s no derivation is made, ~he appropriate equations be ing 
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taken directly from a standard reference (8). Most of the remainder of 
the analysis is essent ially the same i n the two theses , except for differ-
ences in notation, a s l ight simplif ication of equations occurring in Ap-
pendix A, and the early introduction, in the present thesis, of matrix 
notation . Many of the details in the developments are so nearly identical 
that the present thesis does not include certain tabu lar (and similar) 
listings and presentat ions given by Pellett, the reason being that if a 
i ~ 
reader requires these detail s and is unable to reconst ruct them easily 
f or himself, he may f i nd them in Pe llett's thesis. Furthe rmore, as 
mentioned earlier, the pre s ent thesis contains an evaluation of the influ-
ence of variations in Poisson's r at io and a least-squares extrapo l ation 
for t he lowe s t cri tical stre ss (see Appendix C), nei ther of which appearS 
in Pellett 's work. 
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2. Analytical Procedure. 
Timoshenko and Gere (8) discuss two methods of solving problems such 
as the one posed here. One method is to seek solution$ of the equilibrium 
equation * 
(1) 
\vhere N , N , and N are membrane forces, w is the lateral dei;lection, 
x y xy 
and D is the plate flexural rigidity, D = Eh3/12(1- v 2). This equation is 
to be solved for w, subject to certain boundary conditions on w. 
Timoshenko and Gere also discuss what they Gall the en~rgy method. 
Because of the evident mathematical difficulties which would be encountered 
in attempting to use the first method for dealing with the present buckling 
problem, it was decided to use the second method, that is, the energy method 
which is contained in the following equation: (equation 9-3 of reference 
Jf{ ~lw 0' w )?. l o~w ~ ( l~w J ] } d c) 
(( - D ( 0 l(l. -+ 0 <i' - 2 (I-,_;) ~ U'1 .. - ~ ... ~'j ' 1(. '1 (2) 
-ffrN:(~;f ' owt (~"~ ()w)] ~" d'j -+ N':l ( ~ -+ 2 N"'':l ~. O':J 
where ~ is a common factor in N , N , and N ' so tl)at X y xy 
N 0' N I N = ~ N' N = 'l(N' X x' y y' xy xy 
* Both equations 1 and 2 assume that tqe me~brane forces N , N , and 
N are independent of the buckled deflectio~. This assumptioR isYsatisfied 
f~~ the problem of incipient buckling. 
* •'• 
"Pellett (7) derived this expression independently; however, he made 
an error which, together with another error (see page 24 ), invalidated 
his results. 
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are the membrane f or ce s per unit length . 
For the calcula t i on of t it is necessary to find an expres sion for 
w which satisfies t he boundary conditions and minimizes ~ , i.e ., the 
variation of ~ ( in e quation 2) must be zero . 
Adopti ng the not ati on Vl 
r 
= 
'Dw b w ~ , e tc . , and trans-
f orming t h is equati on i nto cylindrical coordinates, \-lith t he proper limits 
of integration,resul ts in the equ a tion 
v1he re 
and 
I .,_ - ~I =o , .. • ' £ 
·:... (2-7!)[\r/ · ( 'Wr -t ~) 
Yr r r'" 
' J'fr o;) f ! L N: 
0 I , •.1 
w. ]2 ~ 
'(" 
- ( ~ 
rl. 
-t 2 N I \1\1.,. w;] Y' d ~ d e 
re r j 
(4) 
(5)* 
The values of N' N' and N1 which a r e to be us e d in equation 5 
r ' 8 r8 




+ 6. J s1" 2 e \"l. (8) 
-k 
The equation (eq 5) wh ich expresse s r 2 in this paper i s the negative 
of that which Timoshenko and Gere use . This accounts for equation (3) 
being s lightly di ffe.r ent than that given by Timoshenko and Gere. 
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where S is the applied tensile stress (see Figure 1). 
The membrane f orces may be expressed as N = 
r 
Nr9 = Tr9h. It is now apparent that t may be 
above equations. Using the notation 6 1 = 
r 
interp~~ted as S in the 
6r S , etc., equations 3 
and 5 become respectively 
I -t s 12. -::. 0 I 
~ h jjf_ 
0 I 
I 
+% 1~ 6 1 w' '(' \" 'v.J'( ""9 11"' d r de r 
(9) 
(10) 
The assumed expression for w must have sufficient disposable para-
meters that the boundary conditions may be satisfied and that the actual 
lateral deflection may be closely approximated, Pellett (7) chose the 
following excellent expression for w 
-I\ 
r [ I + "'""'(\ 
t" 
{
A,... N\ c.os me} 
-t \( J or 
. ~ !?"'"" siT\ me (11) 
~vhere A and B are arbitrary coefficients that are varied in order to 
run run 
minimize S in equation 9, coefficients X and Y having been chosen so 
run run 
as to satis fy the boundary conditions. 
From Figure 1 it is seen that there is loading symmetry with respect 
to both the x and y axes. This means that when w is written as a Fourier 
series in 9 (eq. 11) the series contains either cpsine or sine terms, but 
not both. Addi tionally, the requirement of symmetry around both the x and 
y axes means that only odd or even terms in m need be used. Thus the 
Fourier portion of equation 11 reduces to: 
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(a) A run cos me;· m = 0, 2, 4, (Sym A)"~( 
Symmetry ~vi th re spect t o the x and y axes 
(b) or A cos me, m = 1 , 3' 5' .... run (Sym B) 
Symmetry with re spect to the x axis 
Antisymmetry wi t h respect t o the y axis 
(c) o r A s in me, m = 1' 3, 5, run (Sym C) 
Symmet ry with respect t o the y axis 
Antisymmetry \vi th r espect to the x ax is 
(d) or A sin me, m = 0 , 2, 4, 
nm 
(Sym D) 
Antis ymmetry with respect to the x and y axes 
This results in four separate expressions for w, one f or each possible 
cond:i.tion of symmetry. The full series f or w could be used , but if this 
is done a large amount of computer storage would be wasted because in any 
solution three quar ters of the coefficients , A and B , ~vould be zero. 
run nm 
It w:·11 later be shO\vn that each of these expressions f or w represents a 
dif fe rent buckling mode . 
The f unction w mus t als o sati s fy certain boundary condi tions. The 
stress or s train distribution is that resulting from the Ki r sch solution 
· ·. 
(boundary conditions for which are a lready satisfied) and t he i nfinitesimal 
lateral deflections w. 
The conditions which must be satisfied at r = oO , name l y 
~'( 
These symmet ry de s ignations 
the di fferent types of symnetry. 
buckling stress, S , obtained in 
cr 
(12) 
are used here simply to di st i nguish between 
The letters agree with ascending order of 
the analysis which follows. 
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are obviously satisfied by the choice of w given by equation 11 since \If 
and all its derivatives vanish for r = ~. 
The edge of the hole is free. Following Timoshenko and Hoinowsky-
Krieger (9) and using the cylindrical coordinate system established in 




-=. 0 (13) 
0 (14) 
1{hile the work necessary to show that the expression for w, equation 11, 
satisfies these equations is not difficult, it is som~what involved and 
therefore is s hown separately in Appendix A. Formulas for the quantities 
Qr, Mrt' and M are also given in Appendix A. r 
It is sufficient for our purposes here tp say that unique values of 
X and y are found which allow each term of equation 11 to satisfy the 
run run 
free edge boundary conditions for the values of n aqd m chosen. 
The procedure is now straightforward eve~ if very com~licated and 
detailed. Inasmuch as Pellett's thesis contains the details (particularly 
his Appendices B and C which cannot be abbreviated without losing intel-
ligibility) this material will not be repeated here. Th~ reader who wishes 
to examine the details more closely is referreq to Pellett's thesis (7). 
Briefly the procedure is as follows. The Kirsch solution, equations 6 -
8, with the stress S factored out, is substituted into equation 10. The 
appropriate partial derivatives of w are formed from equation 11 and sub-
• 
stituted into equations 4 and 10. Note that in these integrals the de-
rivatives of ~~~ appear to the second degree. Since w itself and each of 
its derivatives i s represented as a double series, such second degree 
terms are quadruple series. Evidently there is ~onsiderable manipulation 
to be done and a great deal of "book-keeping" ~-?hich must be managed. 
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The actua l in~egrations are e lementary al though Pe l le t t f inds it conven-
ient to devote an ent i re appendix (his Appendix C) t o s ome of the details. 
The upshot is that a f t er t he s ubst itutions a r e made , the multipl i c a tions 
performed, and the inte grations carried ou t, t he energy integr als I 1 and 
I 2 t ake the f orm 
I = D 2 'Z 2K 2.1 1 I J (15)* 
(16) 
wh ere P IJKL and QI.TICL are nume r i c a l coe f fi cients. Ac t ually , a s may be 
seen from the or igi nal form s for I 1 and 12 , t hey are r eally f unct i ons of 
Pois son ' s ratio, -z/ , bu t because of evi den t di f f i cul tie s no a ttemp t has 
been made t o r etain t he literal dependence upon -z/ ; r a the r , t he evalua-
t i ons which a r e actual l y performe d i ncorpora t e a numer i cal value f or 7J 
at an earl y stage. Mos t of t he calcu l ations were actually carried out with 
a va l ue of -;/ = 0. 3. However , s uppl ementary calcu la t ions we r e pe rformed 
using othe r value s of pi so as t o assess the dependence of t he fina l r e -
su l t s upon t he choice of v . 
I n equations 15 and 16 , t he quanti ties AI J and ~L represent the 
double s eries of as-ye t unknown c oef f ic i ent s in e quati on 11 . It doe s not 
seem at all pos sib l e to carry ou t the remai nder of t he eva luat ion in literal 
teTims s o t hat r ecour se is made to a di gita l comput er evalua t i on. Obviously, 
then, i t is necessary t o t r uncate t he serie s gi ven in e quation 11 . Thus 
we take the summati ons i n equa t i on 11 so as t o include N t e rms, M terms 
*The unknmvn coe f f icients f or the cosine series, Arun , on l y will be 
used hence f orth, a lth ough t he se could be the sine series coeff i c ien ts , 
Bnm equally a s wel l. 
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• 
respectively . Later it will be seen that different choices of Nand M 
lead to sligh t ly different values for the critifal ~tress, and advantage 
will be taken o f this fact to extrapolate the results so as to obtain a 
better evaluation than would otherwise be poss~Qle wi~hin the limits of 
computer storage and time availability. 
Hith such a truncation, it is clear that the number of unknown 
quantities A is I= N · M, and it is convenient t;o order these quantities 
nm 
into a single, singly subscripted array, which we do as follows. We write 
where 
I' = (I - 1) M + J + 1 
Using the same device, the quadruply subscript;ed quantities PIJKL and 
QIJKL are \.Jritten as doubly subscripted arrays PI'J' and QI'J'' \o7here 
each of the subscripts runs from 1 to I. 
To make t hi s operation clearer, the following example is offered. 
Suppose that the value M = 4 has been chosen (th~ value of N does not 
matter in this renumbering) and we wish to convert Q5432 = Q( 5 , 4)(3 , 2) to 
a doubly subscripted quantity. We have I = 5, J = 4, K = 3, and L = 2. 
From the formula above, \ole calculate I' = 21, J' 11. Thus we '1-Trite 
t he quadruply subscripted quantity Q5432 (i.e., que $Ub five four three 
t\-10) as Q2111 (i.e., que sub twenty-one eleven). 
' 
With this change in 
notation, equations 15 and 16 may be written as 
(17) 
(18) 
A fur t her simplification results if matrix notation is adopted at 
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this time . In matrix f orm equations 17 and 18 become 
where 
T 
D A PA 
- =-:--
A = <:.ol f A l I> 
(19a,b) 
and~' ~are symmetrical matrices of order (JxJ) . The unknown A.'"s must 
I 
be such that S is stationary. (a minimum) ·for arbitrary variations in the 
b A = c:.ol { ~A~' . ~ A-} (20) J :t 
() L ~A, Q_J (21) of\ ::. ~ ' 
' ' 
o A"i 
we proceed as follows* 
bS - ·· oS £A == (? [- ~] SA -
"l>A. -a A r'2. (22) 
= l2 [ o I , -t s -or~ J b A ~ d. <>.6 
Using equatiofr 19 and the · analysis in reference (5) 
(23) 
* The se cond error in Pel lett 1 s work occurred when he differentiated 
incorrec tly in the process of obtaining the variation of S. 
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Since 6 S is to ' be zero for arbitrary b A, we are led to 
(24) 
When the substitution '\ -::. ~ =. I 2. S ( I - v ' )_ 
D E h:~. is made, the fo~lowing 
matrix eigenvalue problem results 
[\Q+P]A=O (25) 
The method used to solve this matrix eigenvalue problem is shown in 
Appendi x D. The r e are as many solutions, eigenval~es ~ , as there are 
elements of A. The smallest positive eigenvalue, which corresponds to 
t he minimum applied tensile stress, is of the most interest. Larger 
positive va lues of "\ correspond to more complex buckled mode shapes 
while t he negat ive values correspond to buckled modes due to applied 
compressive stress. 
The value of t he buck ling stress is recov~red from the definition 
of '\ . That i s, ,.,e have 
However, ,.,e recognize, from consideration of the dimensions involved, that 
we can restore t he analysis to a case of hole radius other than unity 
simply by wri ting t/a in place of h. Also, we denote the term in square 
brackets by the symbol K, which we call the buck~irg coefficient. Note 
t hat t he effect of var ying Poisson 1 s ratio cannot be inferred from the 
express i on in square brackets inasmuch as Poisson's ratio has been inti -
mately involved in the ent ire analysis, startin~ with equations 1 and 2 . 
.. 
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To inves ~igate t.he e ffect of varying Poi s son ' s ratio it is necessary to r e -
calculate the quantities PIJKL and QIJKL using different va l ues of ~ · ~·~ 
and also to vary v in the expression (1- ~ 2). 
Thus we fin?lly arrive at the expression 
S = K E (t/a) 2 
cr 
( 26) 
whe re K is a function only of -zJ . Different modes, that is different 
values of .the . eigenva.lues '\ and different assumed conditions of 
symmetry, lead \=O different evaluations f or K, of which , naturally, the 
smallest iJ of greates~ interest by far . 
': 
i(Different values of v can be introduced in the computations by 
changing card 0011 in the main program and card 0003 i n the subroutine 
BOUND; see computer program listing, Appendix E. 
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3. Resul ts. 
Computed value s of K in equation 26 are. shown in Table 2; these 
values assume LJ = 0 .3. N and M i n Table 2 are the number of terms 
t aken in n and m in the a ssumed def l ection, equation 11. As both N and 
M arP. incr eased , the value of K appears t o approach a limit. In Fi gures 
2 and 3, K is plotted versus M f or varying values of N. In Figure 4, K 
is p lotted versus N f or var ying va lues of M. The trend toward a limit 
i s mor e obviously shown i n t hes e curve s . 
Because of limitat i ons on c ompute r storage space and time, N = 8 
and M = 10 are the practic a l upper limitsfor the number of terms that 
can be us ed in the s eries exp ression f or deflection . 
Similar curves and table s could be exhibited for other values of V 










A tabu lation of K f or N = 8 and M = 10 is shmm ir Table 1 below. 
* 
Tabl e 1 
Values of the Buckling Coe f fi cient, K, for N 8 
and M = 10 
~ -v = 0 . 0 -v= 0 . 2 -;;/ = 0.3 -;./ = 0 . 4 
A 1. 786 1. 723 1 . 726 1.752 
B 2 . 106 2.026 2. 025 2.051 
c 3 . 332 
D 3. 651 
A 5 . 646 
B 6 . 377 


























Values of t he Buckling Coe ff icient, K, f or Various Values of M and N (~ = 0.3) 
M = 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1.7450 - 1. 7311 1. 7 286 1. 7274 1. 7269 1 .7 267 1. 7266 
- 1. 7352 1. 7305 1. 7277 1. 7262 1. 7254 
- 1. 7348 1.7302 1. 72 74 1. 7257 
M = 6 7 8 9 10 
2.0291 - - - -
- 2.0260 2.0255 2.0254 2 .0253 
-
2.0257 2.0252 2.0250 2.0249 
- 2.0255 
- ---------
M = 6 7 8 9 10 
3.3438 - - - -
-
3 . 3349 3.3331 3.3325 3.3323 
- 3. 3348 3.3329 3.3324 3.3321 
M = 6 7 8 9 10 
3.6587 - - - -
- 3.6529 3.6524 3.6522 3.6521 
- 3.6518 3. 6513 3.6512 3. 6511 
(no va lues \vere calculated where blanks are indicated) 
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Figure 2 - Plot of the Buckliug Coefficient K vs M 






Figur e 3 - Plot of t he Buckling Coefficient K vs M 
for mode 2 'rith -,) = 0.3 
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Figure 4 - Plot of the Buclding Co effie ient K vs N for 
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Since the l owest value of K an~ correspond~ng crit ical str~ss is of 
primary interest and v = 0.3 is a common value , more ~ime '\las devoted 
analyzing the value of K f o1; v = 0. 3, mode 1. 
Figures 2 and 4 indicate that the value of K approaches a lower limit 
or minimum as the number of t erms in the expression for deflection (equa-
tion 11) i s increased. When the deflection is approximated by truncating 
the seri es in equation 11 we are introducing hidden unknown constraints 
on the deflection. The se constraints tend to s t iffen the plate and re-
qui re a greater applied l oad to cause buckling. As we mor e nearly ap-
preach the true deflection, by increasing the number of t~rms used in the 
series expression for def lecti on, we more closely qpproach the value of K 
f or the actual plate. It is in thi s sense, of approaching the true value 
of K, that minimum is used. 
Wh i le it appears fr om Figure s 2 and Lf that K is approach ing a limit-
ing value , it is not apparent exactly what that value is. It ~ppears ~hat 
the minimum value of K is about 1.72. Accordingly, a method was sought 
by which these curves could be ex trapolated very ob j ective ly in order to 
obtain a better minimum value of K. 
Using a least squares method* of curve fitting the mini mum value of 
K \vas determined to be 1. 720. 
For any symmetry type such as Sym A (symmetric 'vith :respect ~o both 
the x and y axes ) there are several~'<'~( values of K which correspond to 
~ ... 
See Appendix C f or the details involved in this t echnique. 
** An 
possible 
with t he 
values. 
infinite number of such value s would b~ expected i f it had been 
to use an infinite number o f unknmvn coe ffi c ients AJ.1!11 ~ however 
use of truncated series there are only a finite number of such 
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increa s ing l y complex buckled def l ections, each of vlhich retains the sam~ 
symmetry. For example , fo r Sym A. , with -]_) 
t he f ollmving values of K vere detemined . 
Mode 1 
K 1. 726 
5 
5 . 646 
9 
9 .205 
0.3, N = 8, and M = 10, 
12 
12.086 
Figures 5 and 6 i llust r a te the buck l ed deflection f or modes 1 and 2 
respective l y. The more complex def l ection of mode 5 is illustrated in 
Fi gure 7 . It can al s o be s een that t he symmetry is the same as for mode 
l. 
Figure 8 i s taken fr om t he exper i menta l work of Danis (2). His 
re sult s for finite plate s are plo t t ed as K ve rsus d /b, the ratio of hole 
diameter to plate width. The buck l i ng coe f ficient for mode 1 is plotted 
on t hey axis (d/b = 0). 
There appears to be s ome agreement be t\'leen the value of buckling co-
efficient calculated in t hi s the s i s and Danis 1 experimental \vork. The 
minimum value of K calculated was 1. 720 (for -z) = 0 . 3), while the lmver 
values that Danis found were betwe en 1. 5 and 2.5. For small d/b ratios 
Dani s f ound values of K that we r e much h igher than this. A possible 
explanation may be that the strain gage s he us ed t o me asure the buck l ing 
reinforced the areas near the edge of the hole so a s to resist buc kling. 
If the area covered by the s t r ain gage was t o become greate~ in propor-
tion to t he area that was like l y t o buckle , the rein!orcing effect would 
bec ome greater. This is exactly the situation f or Danis 1 lmv values of 
d/b , as he used smaller hole s in the s ame size pl a tes to vary t he r at io 
of d / b. Thi s reinforcing ef f ect would raise the critical stress required 
t o cau se buckling. Al so, it seems r easonable to assume that the effect 
of t he edge of the plate would not be much di f ferent f or d/b = 0.3 or 
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. Figure 8 - Comparison with Experimental Data of D&nis 
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_j_· 
d/b = 0 . 1. In Fi gure 8 the s olid curves are Dani s ~ and t he dashed curve 
is a postulation o f what the r esults s hou l d be, on t he basi s of t he above 
discussion. 
As seen in Tab l e 1, Poisson ' s ratio has a sma l l effect on the buc kling 
coefficient. Thi s i s als o illustrated i n Fi gu r e 9 , wh e re K is p l otted 
versus Poi sson 1 s ratio for mode 1 ~.;ri th N = 8 and M = 10 . The di ff erence 
between K for -vi = 0.3 and ]/ = 0 . 0 is l e s s t h an 4% . 
This small effec t o f ]/ may be he lpf ul in t he s olu t ion of ot her 
buckling problems. Cons ider some othe r buck ling problem which ha s not 
been s uccess fully solved by any method of at t ack , but fo r whi ch t he re is 
reas on to believe that the effec t o f V wil l be small. If t he prob 1em 
i s simpli fied by letting ~ = 0 , it may become amenable to at tack , per-
haps by a t he oretical analysis . The r e would be good reason to con j ec-
t ure t hat the solution f or ...Y = 0 ~.;rou l d be an acceptab l e s olution for 
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Poisson ' s R~tio,~ 
Figure 9 - Plot of the Buckling Coefficient K vs 
Poisson 1 s Ratio~ • 
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4. Conclusions . 
The critica l applied tensi l e stress that will cau s e incipient 
buckling in an i nfini t e plate pierced by a circular hole can be ~alcu-
lated using energy methods. The minimum value · of critical str~ss, S , Ct;' 
occurs when the buckled deflection is symmetric about the x and y axes 
and is equal to 
S = 1.720 E(t/a)4 
cr 
where _ E i s Young's modulus of elasticity, t is the plate thickness, and 
a is the hole radius . Thi s evaluation is for Poisson 's ratio ~ = 0.3, 
a commonly used value. 
The effect of Poisson's ratio on the critic~l stress is not 
great. The maxim.um difference observed for val ues of .z) from 0 to 
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APPEND IX AI~ 
Satisfaction of the Boundary Conditions 
The free edge boundary conditions f or the hole are stated in 
equations 13 and 14 as 
_ J. d rt \ 
r- ~) 
~'""I 
- o (A - 1) 
( f\1 r ) 
r " ' 
- 0 (A-2) 
Timoshenko and Hoinowsky -Krieger (9) ~how t he expressions for Qr' 
Mrt' and Mr to be 
Ov- -
M -
r -· Dr_ 
cl w Adopting the notation ~ r 
(A-.3 ) 
(A - 4) 
(A-5) 
= \v , etc. , and performi ng the appropriate 
r 




+- ( 2- v) w 
1 r e G 
l 
J '( .::: I =0 
{_- ;)) l W~e J 
r "' "' ' 
=-0 (A-6) 
(A - 7) 
*Appendices A and Bare e ssential ly the work of Pellett (1). Only 
minor changes in notation have been made to correspond to changes in t he 
mai n text. 
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The lateral plate deflection w, as expressed in equation 11 is 
{ 
Anm cos me} 
+ Y,.m] or 
y2. . 
8""' ~'"' m6 
(A-8) 
where the coefficients A and B are varied to minimize the plat e 
,~ , . .. ~ ' ... IUll nm 
energy, and the coefficients X and Y a~e chosen so that the boundary 
• . .· run nm 
conditions expressed by equati ons A-6 and A-7 are satisfied. 
The derivatives of w are tabulated in Table 3. When these deriva-
t ives are substituted into equations A-6 and A-7, and evalu ated at r = 1, 
the following e quations result 
where 
s. = (n+l)('n+i +1 --v) 
I 
mel - 0 
meJ 
1:.- =C3 -v) rn2. +(2-v)m~(n+i) -(n-ti) (nt-i+2) 
I 
for i = 0, 1, 2 




Equations A-9 and A-10 must hold for a l l values of 9, which can be 
true only if 
s + sl X + s2 y = 0 (A-13) 0 run run 
t + t X + t2 y = 0 (A - 14) 0 1 ·run run 
for any value of n and m. Thus, a va ue of X andY can be found for 
run run 
each value of n and m, such that the boundary condicions are sati s fied. 
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The above results are incorporated into SUaROUTINE BOUND (see Ap-
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Tabulation of the Derivatives of w 
APPENDIX Bi• 
Solution of the Eigenvalue Problem (Q ').. + P) A = 0 
= = 
The canonical form of the matrix eige~value prob lem is 
, ·. 
q X ~) 1f :::: 0 (B-1) 
where ! is the identity matr ix, ! an unknown eigenvectQr, x i s an un-
knm..m s cal ar parameter (eigenvalue) , and B a known square coeff icient 
matrix. 
Equation B-1 has a nontrivial s olution if and only if the determinant 
det(I x 
= 
~) = 0 (B-2) 
If t his determinant is expanded, a polynomial equation in x re sults . How-
ever , if the determinant is of order greater than thr.ee or f our, it is 
generally inefficient to obtain this polynomi al e quation and then solve it . 
In the actual numerical calcu lation in this thes i s, the so - called Jacobi 
method (3) was employed. 
Consider the eigenvalue problem (~quation 25) 
(Q ~ + ~) A = o 
.,., ( B-3 ) 
where both Q and P a re symmet ric matrices. Dividing equation ~-3 by ~ 




(~ y Q) A :::: 0 
= 
(B-5) 
Any s~nmetric matrix with real eleme~ts can be reduced t o a product 
of the eigenvector and eigenvalue matrices, so that 
* See footnote page 42. 
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p (B-6) 
- = = 
where~ is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues (di) of !• and ~ is a 
matrix of normalized eigenvectors (r.) obtained from a solution of the 
-~ 
problem 
(I d - ~-) r . i -~ = 0 (B-7) 
Note that ~T= R-l since the matrix ~ is symmetric and has orthogonal 
eigenvectors·. 
Equation B-5 may now be written 
(~~~Ty g) A = 0 (B-8) 
Premultiplying by RT 
=' 
we get 
(~~Ty ~T~) A 0 (B-9 ) 
Factoring B: out of A = !A RRTA and letting ;:::; _, 
(B-10) 
the problem reduces to 
(~y (B-ll) 
Since ! is a result of the bending energy integral it can be 
expected to be positive definite*. ~· the matrix of eigenvalues of I• 
therefore contains all posit i ve terms and the square r oo ts of its elements 
are real numbers; (only the positive square roots will be used). Pre-
-~ 
multiplying by R , factoring, and making the substitution 
D~ y 
= -
(B -12) = 
equation B-11 reduces to 
(B-13 ) 
* During the numerical computations i t was found that ~ is in fact 
positive definite. 
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and become s 
~) ~ = 0 
which is of c anonical form, where 
~-~ B,T ~ l ~f~ C&-15) 
~ -~ Note t hat Q and~ are easily obtain~d by taking the square roots, 
and the square root reciprocals , re spectively, of the diagonal terms . 
Also note t hat B is symmetric . The proplem is nm.;r w.ell suited for solu-
tion by us e of the Jacobi me thod. It i~ seen that inaccurac i~s in obtain-
ing eigenvectors ~would cause compounded errors in t he fina l solution 
f or A and '\ . 
The problem is returned to original form with the substitutions 
). 1 = y (~-16) 
and 





Least Squares Extrapolation of K 
Since it is desirable to estimate the minimum buckling coefficient, 
the following method of extrapolation was used. 
It is assumed that the buckling coefficient K is a function of the 
number of terms used in the series for w. Such a function may be 
K = + (C-1) 
'"here K is a calculated buckling coefficient, N and M are the number of 
terms in the series for deflection, and Y1 , Y2 , .•.• Y6 are unknown coef-
ficients. 
If the coefficients of equation C-1 can be determined then Y will 1 
be an estimate of the value of K as both N and M approach oO 
For a number of calculated values of K and known values of N and M 
a series of equations of the above f orm could be written in matrix form 
as follmvs 
c X = K (C-2) 
= 
vJhere g cu c1z = yl K = Kl 
c21 c22 y2 K2 
·cz6 y· 6 KZ 
z is the number of values of K that were calculated 
2 
cil = 1' ci2 = 1/M. , etc. 1 
A common method of fitting an equation to data points is the so-
called method of least squares. In this method the sum of the squaresof 
the errors, resulting from the use of a proposed equation such as equation 
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C-1, is minimized . That is, t he variation of the sum of the squares of the 
errors wi t h respect t o t he unknown co~fficients, in this case theY., is 
1 
set equal to zero . 
Using E t o denote the sum of t he squares of the e r rors, the result-
ing equation i s 
E = (~ X ~)T (~ X !9 (C-3) 
This equation may be expanded to t):le form 
E. x_T CT c y 2 KT £ X + KT !5. = ~ ..,.... (C-4) 
If Y ha s variation s y, E wi ll have variation* 
'd f: 2 ( 1' T (r C - K T C ) b'Y 6 e - C>'.( b'( -- - =- :::. - ::s= - (C-.5) 
and f or this to vanish for arbi trar y vari~tion in y, it i s sufficient 
tha t 
I t i s easy t o see that thi s gives a mi nimum since 
.,_? .. L ~i? ::. 2 ~T ~ 
(C-6) 
(C -7) 
A di gi ta l computer was used t o evaluate equation C- 6 fov the 15 
values of K shown in Table 1, fo r mode 1, and zJ = 0.3. The computer 
progr am us ed is shown i n Appendix E. The r esults obtained are shown be-
low 
yl = 1. 720 
y2 = 0.1479 
y3 = 30 .93 
y4 = 0 . 1202 
Y5 = 3 . 553 
y6 12 .17 
* Differentiation of expressions of this type is discussed by 
Fr azer, Duncan and Collar (4) 1 
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. . 
Other functi ons expressing the dependence of K upon N and M could 
be assumed, such as using odd negat i ve exponents for both N and M. 
~Vhen this ~vas done the coefficients associated with the odd negative 
exponents were found to be either ze r o or much smaller in magnitude 




I t was the auth or's original purpose, before discovering the errors 
in Pe lle tt's analysis, to extend this work to the case of the circulqr 
hole in an infinite strip having fi ni t e width and having J10 l oadings on the 
fini te boundaries. The first requi r ement for a solution to thi s problE;!m is 
to de termine the membrane stress distribution. 
Since Howl and (5) has dis cussed this problem and provided an itera_ 
tive so lution for the memb rane stress distributi on, it is app ropriate to 
call this problem by his name, Howland's problem. However~ his solution 
was not c onsidered very tractable for use in an energy approach to the 
buckling problem. Hm-1land 1 s solut ion involves the sum of a f inite number 
of terms, ¢ , e ach of t-1hich is an Airy stre~s function, to approximate the 
m 
Airy stress function for the problem. I n theory each of t he cp 's contains 
m 
an infinite number of terms ; however, in practice only a finite number of 
terms can be used . Howland' s solution becomes invalid at relatively small 
distances from the hole (approximately one plate width or les s). This dif-
ficulty cou ld be eliminated by using a larger number of~ ' sand more terms 
m 
in each of the ¢ •s. However , his method of determining t he coefficients is 
m 
quite involved . For these reasons, several attempts were made at solving 
Howland's problem by other methods. 
Nei ther of the two approaches to this problem which are presented in 
this appendix was Huccessful. It is hoped t hat t he information presented 
here may prove useful to some one e lse who may be intereste d i n the solution 
of thi s problem. 
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Description of the Problem 
Consider a strip of finite width, 2b, infinitely extended in the 
other direction, pierced by a hole at the center, and subjected to uniform 
tensile stress, S, at infinity as shown in figure (10). 
s 1 s 
Figure 10 
It is convenient to employ two sets of coordinates: x andy are cartesian 
coordina tes and r and e are cylindrical coordinates . The boundaries in 
the y direction are at +b . Without loss of generality all dimensions can 
be considered in units of hole radius. This re duces all quantities to 
dimensionless ratios with the hole radius equal to unity. 
The boundary conditions for this problem are as follows: 
( 6 r \:1 ::.Q (D-1) 
( 7re )r,., =-0 (D - 2) 
( 6:1 )'j::o:!:.b = 0 (D-3) 
( C:lj)'j=:.b =0 (D -4) 
( 6)( )'l(:oC =S (D-5) 
( ?;'1 ))(;a() :::::0 (D-6) 
In each of the attacks on the problem which will be described below, 
the point of departure is assumi ng a st r ess fun c tion from which the s tress 
components may be determined,as with an Airy stress function, so as to 
satisfy the laws of ~quilibrium . However, instead of requiring this 
function to satisfy the biharmonic equation, it is selected so as t o 
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minimize the membr~ne strain energy in the plate, a number of disposable 
paramete r s having been introduced so as to permit minimization and so as to 
permit a s tres s distribution approaching the correct distribution. The 
boundary conditions are satisfied by including corresponding terms, multi-
plied by undetermined facto rs (Lagrange mult~pliers) i n ~he strain energy 
functiqn. Budiansky and Hu (1) present a detailed example of this method 
in minimizing tpe strain energy i n a certain plate problem and at the same 
time satisfying the boundary conditions. 
In the fir st approach to thi s problem, consider a stress func~ion 
such that the bounda ry conditions on the hole and the edges of the strip 
are sati s fie d. The Lagrangian multiplier is to be used to sati~fy the 
b oundary conditions at x = ~ Such a function might be as follows: 
(D-7) 
where f (r,Q) is such that the boundary conditions at the edge of the plate 
are sati s fied, and g (r,Q) is such that the boundary conditions on the 
hole are satisfied. The fu nc tion h(r, Q) is to be general enough that the 
actual stress dist ribution in the plate Gan be closely approximated. The 
funct i ons s e l e c ted were 
f ( r2. s i" '-e )'· 2.)2. - ( \ - ~4 (D-8) 'b:l. 
5 ( I - -{; J2 (D-9) 
N M 
- !"I h - ?- :>- A nr<~ r cos 2 me (D - 10) -
1"\"0 mo.o 
It can be shown that the boundary condition~ D-1, 2, 3, 4, are in 
fact satis fi~d by the above choice of the functions f and g. The function 
h appears t o be quite general, considering that posit i ve exponents of r 
must be excluded in order f or the r esultant s tresses tQ remain f inite as x 
(and r) approach i n finity. 
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The boundary conditions at x = oO , namely equations D-5 and D-6, 
are yet to be satisfied. In the limit as x approaches infinity Cf ap-
r 
proaches C) and r approaches x. The boundary condition D-5 becomes 
X 
(D-11) 
This results in a relatively simple equation in terms of the stress 
function ~ 
s (D-12) 
The difficulty in the solution arises from the fact that the s tres s 
at x = C>O is dependent upon y. The stress vari es in a parabolic manner 
as shown in Figure 11. 
- 6v.. 0 + 0"~ 
~----~--------------------
Figure 11 
When the stress is integrated from y = -b to y = +b in order to 
determine the average value of C) , the resu lt is zero, i.e. , there is no 
X 
net loading on the strip , just local stresses at x = + ~ 
~t is interesting to note that while the above expre ssion f or ~ 
appears quit e complicated, that it can be reduced to a very compact form . 
If the functions f and g are expressed as binomial expansions and cos 2mG 
is expressed as powers of sin 8, equations D-8 , D-9 , and D-10 beco~me 
respective 











-j ~0 ( 1) ( - r) 
N M M 2.1< 222. Anm cmK -n r ~1 n e 
n:O m=D K:O 
::.1 
I( 2.K I I 
= (-1 ) m 2 C v-n~~<-1) .;(2KH(m-\\IL 
~ 
i=o 
The resulting expression fo r ~ is 
(5) 
- 2. D(5) 2.i -j -n y -2.i b 2..k -\ 2.. i sin 8 
(D - 14) 
(D-15) 
(D-16) 
The f orm of equation D-16 considerably s implifies the job of dif-
f erentiating ~ in order to determine the stresses . It also simplifies 
the expression f or the strain energy to a great extent. This fo~ is also 
\vell suited for use in a computer solution to the prob leJU. 
Howland 1 s method of solution involves starting with a stre s~ func-
ti on ~0 , which results in the Kirs ch solution for stress. Th i s would 
resu lt in 6':1 and 7x~ stresses on the boundarie s at y = .±b· He then adds 
a st ress function ¢ 1 , such that the stress on t he edges is reduced to 
ze r o but there would have to be l oadings on the boundary of the hole. 
Howland then adds another stress function cP 2 , which reduces the stresses 
at the hole to zero but introduces loadings at the edges of the plate. 
However, the stresses at the edge due to ~ 
0 
+ cp 1 + ~ 2 are different 
than those due to ~ 
0 
alone. He continues thi s process unti l the stresses 
on the edges in the neighborhood of the hole are reduced to an acceptably 
l ow value . 
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Howland's solution is of the form 
+ ~2-S (D -17 ) 
where each ¢ 2k'is of the form 
(D-18) 
and each ,..!., is of the form 
't' 2.k +t 
¢.2K +I =- ~ ( Dn r2.n + En r 2.n+ 2. J c..os 2. n9 
n,.o 
(D -19) 
Rather than use Howland's method of solving f or the coefficients of each 
of the ~ 's the following stress function is proposed. 
(D - 20) 
where <P 0 is the same as Howl and 1 s <P 
0 ~ 1 and ~ 2 are of the follow-ing form 
- ~ ( Dn r2.n + ~n r2.n +2. ) e,os 2. n e 
t') : O 
(D -21 ) 
~ ( t\ r-211+ Cn r -2n+2.) cos2ne +A 1(\ r 
h-=1 
(D-22) 
This ~ is equivalent to Howland's ~ . The intention i s to solve for 
the unknown coefficients using ene r gy methods rather than Howland's alter-
nating procedure. Since ~ 0 satisfies the boundary condition at x equal 
to infinity, the boundary conditions of the s um ¢ 
1 
+ 
{ Ox \,. 00 -=- 0 ( ~'j )~~o0 -::. 0 
~ 2 are 
In order to satisfy these conditions all of the coefficien s D and 
n 
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En must be equal to zero, i.e. , ~ 1 = 0. 
Since qp 
0 
satis f i es the conditions for zero tractions on the edge 
of t he ho le, ¢ 2 must also satisfy these conditions. In order for cp 2 
to satis fy these condit;i.ons the coefficient A and all the coefficients 
Bn and en must be equal to zero, i.e., ~ 2 = 0. 
Hence, ~ ).._ which ,.,e know does not sat isfy the boundary condi-o/ o' 
tions at y =+b. 
Suggestions f or solving Howl and's Problem 
Since a s a practical matter it is necessary to truncate the series 
used in Howland's solution, his solution provides val i d results only for 
a limited range of values of x. Accordingly, the so-called "finite element 
me thod" applied to a finite plate sh ould provide as good a solution to 
Howland's problem as Howland himsel f was able to provi de. 
One is motivated to deal vlith the problem of the p l ate of finite 
width because all plates in actual practice have finite width. Inasmuch 
as all real plates also have finite length, it c an be convincingly argued 
that t he f ini t e element method applied to a finite plate would produce 
more meaningful results than would a solution to Howland's problem, how-
ever the latter might be achieved. 
Those familiar wi th finite element techniques con t end that the finite 
element meth od can be empl oyed t o solve the buckling problem directly. 
Also, wi th tV"hat \V'Ould appear t o be developments within the state of; the 
art, it would be possible not only to deal with the incipient buckling 
problem, but also to deal with the post-buckling pr oblem in which the 




Computer Program Li s t ings 
The computer program l i stings on the following pages were used in 
t he solution of the problem. All programs are written in FORTRAN IV for 
use on an IBM System 360 computer. 
The program was originally written by Pellett (7); however, modifica-
tions were made to the program to reflect changes in the solution to the 
problem as noted previously. 
The plate thickne ss, N, and M are read into the computer by data card 
(see comment cards regarding input requirements). Young ' s modulus is 
establ ished by card 0010 in the main program. Poisson's ratio i s estab-
lished by card 00 11 in the main program and card 0003 in s ubroutine BOUND. 
The output is in the f orm of a column vector EIVU which contains 
the values of S in psi for the parameters of plate thickness, Poisson's 
cr 
ratio, Young's modulus, M, and N. This i s followed by a deflection 
contour map for the lowest value of tensile buckling stress . 
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~ GENERATE 000 OR EVE N II'S,WITH Sl nR COS TERMS 
c 
c C SYII!IETRY C JOY•!- EVE~ Cl o, INFS JOY• 2 000 COSIN ES 







c C CLEAR THE MAlR t C IE ~ ·· A'O k . 
c 
363 

























DO 30 l • l, N 
~go[2d:':ll:••J 
30 CALL 80~~DCI,MCOU~TIJI,X11JCO L J,YYIJCOLII 
ESTA BLISH THL " AI N ~UMWATI C I ~DICIES 
DO 800 I =t,N 
DO 800 JAA • 1,M 
DO 800 K=I,N 
~~H~83N~~~Allw 
L•MC CUHI · hA l 
CONVERT QUADRUPLE SUBSCRIPTS TO OOU~LE SUBSCR IPTS. 
JCOL • IK-11•H+LAA 
JR OW= ' I-t l•H+JAA 
INITIALIIE THE V '~ L'If. G. THE lRIGONOMETRIC INTEGRAL S 
NOTATION I S OF T•tE • 0"~ CAcqcn . THIS MEANS THE INT EGR.\ , "F 
COSINE IA *THFTAI l. ' ~ I N < I <> ' HE TAI COSINE ID*THETAI OVE R 1 .1f 
INTER VAL ZER O TU TWC PI 
CLCJ•O.DC 
SL SJ•O. DO 




FIND THE VALUE OF THE TRIGONO METRIC INTE ~ R ALS FOR DIFF EPE NT I , J ,L oK 
3 ~:[t-~l2/~L~J, L ,J, Dl 
~ THh~~:21iHtj!:~ML-J•z • · cL•J• 21 l5,6, ~ 
6 CAll CCC IClCJC2,L ,J,21 
CALL SSC I SLSJC2,L,J,21 
CALL SSC ISJS2CL,J,2,ll 
CALl SSC I SLS2CJ , L,2,JI 
IF All OF THE TR IGONOMETRIC IN TEGQA L ARE lERO, SET THE EN FRGY 
INTEGRAl EQUAL T0 ZERO FOR THES E PAQT I CULAR VALU ES OF !,J,K , L. 
l~L~\~~~•2+SLSJ•*2+SlSJC2**2+CLCJC2*•2 + SlS2CJ••2+SJS2CL• • 2 1 7,800,7 
FORM THE TERMS I N TH f EN ER GY I N T ~GRAL S . 
CALL TERMS lt,J,~ , LI 
SUM THE TE RMS IN THE ENERGY INTEGRALS 
UBTI • UBl+U82A+U~3B+UB4+U B 3A+UB2B•U85B+U8~A+UB6 
URTI I• IloDO-VNUl* I UB 2B+U8 3A+UR2 A+U83 8 1 
UBTIII•2,DO*Il.DO- VNUI*IUB1 - UB8A-UB88+UB91 
UBTA• I I UB TI - U81! I I OCLCJ+ I UBTI I I I•SlSJ l/UBD 
U8TB•IIUBTI -U8T II l •SLSJ+ I UBTIIII•CLCJliU&D USRT A• I US 7A-3. • U~ 9A+2. •USBA JO SJ S2C l + (US 1 B- 3. *US9B+ 2. *IJS8 R I• S 1 S 2CJ ~~~I~iu!~~~~l~.~~c~~(5si~j~!0sj~~~~~s~~itrc3c~US9B+Z.•useq i • ~ J' lCL 








~ 08 2 













• ' 8 
,• o 
llC 
l l Cl 
l 1 0 ~ 
0 103 
C lC4 
I 1 0' 
o o• 0107 0 108 
0100 
0 110 
0 l l 
112 
0 113 
0 11 ' 




0 11 9 














0 13 5 
0 136 
01 ~ 7 
0138 
0 1 39 
0 140 
0 141 






TEST TO SEE IF SINE OR COSINE TERMS OR PRESENT AND SUM ACCORDINGLY 
IF !JOY-21 10,1 0 ,9 
10 A(JROW,JCOLiaUSA•THICK 
gbJ~gw,JCOLi aU81 •PIGI D 
9 AIJROW,JCOLiaUSB • THI GK 
BIJROW,JCOLI•UBTB*RIGIO 
8 CONTINUE 
990 FORMAT (l H1,9HSYMMETRY•S2X, I 3 ~3X,2HNa,2X,I3,3X,2HM•,2X,I3,3X, 6H TER 
12 t~aNf~~bP' 3X,l OHTHICKNE Sa , Gl ,6/1 
C IF A 'GO TO 800' CARD FOLLOWS, MATR I X ELEMENT PRINT IS SUPPRESSE 








887 IFINEWPAG -50123,25,25 
25 =~~J~cl611ZY I J OY,N,M,IN I T,T HICK 
910 FORMAT!{H •! 3H I J K L ~5XS4HCLCJ~7XC4HSLSJ ,7 X , 6 HSLSJC 2,5X o 6HC 1~~~~~~5~,8H LS2CJ,SX,6HSJ S2 L, Xo7HST ET H, 9X,4H~ENO ,III 
23 1 ~~lfE~fj~~e~ 1C~L~ , L,CLCJ,SLSJ,SLSJC2,CLCJC2,SLS2CJ,SJS2CL,AIJROW,J 
920 FORMAT (1Xo 4112 ,1XI,2X,61 Gl 0.3,1XI,2X,2G15 . 8 1 
NEWPAG =NEWPAG +1 
800 CONTINUE 
225 
WRITE(6,9901 JOY,N,•,IN! T,TH!CK 
SOLVE THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM AX+B=O 
CALL JUGGLE IINITI 
e~~m6~il3l ~'n ~ ,31 
~?vlfl j;! JI~!l1 





DO 220 l=l,INIT 
DETERMINE WHI CH EIGENVALUE S ARE STORE THE PCS ITIVC EIGE~ VALUES 




TEMPAINULLI •EI VUIII 












FIND THE SMALLE ST POSITIVE EIGNVALlJE 
8AT•l.D+70 
?~ ,}~~pl(tf~~~~~ 100,1 00, 11 0 
8AT•TEMPA( I I 






WRITE 16,11 31 ElVUIJI 
CONTINUE 
WR!TEI6,1121 TEMPAill 
FORMAT!' MIN CRITICAL STRESS= ' fG12 . ~,'PSI 'I 
~~A~~Tl~~A~r 6 \EIVRIJ,ll,J=l,t~ Tl 
IF INULL.EO, QI GO TO 844 
NULL•! 
DO 223 NO=l,NULL 
PRINT THE MODE SHAPES FOR THE POSITIVE EIGENV4LUES. 





FORMATIIX,'ELAPSED TIME STOP 
END 








































































f~~~9~i!~§omn~~~i~~~! VALU ES OF X AND Y· FOR A GIV6N N ANn • 
sa THAT THE BO UNDARY CONDITIONS WI LL BE SATISFIED, 
VNll-0. 3D O 
OMEN1•N*IN+1l -N* VN U-M**Z*VNU 
OMENZ•IN+1l * I N+Zl- I N+ 1l * VNU-M* *2*VNU 
~~~~~:~~r~!tl~t~!21~~~~~~~y;~:C~~~~~l*M**Z*N+I3-VNUI*M**2 
SHE2• - IN+ll•I N+2l*IN+3 l+IN+li*I N+21+1N+fi+(2-VNU I *M**2*1N+1l+I3-VN 
1Ul*M .. 2 
SHE3•- IN+2l*I N+3l*IN+4l+IN+ ? l * lN+31+1N+2l+IZ-VNUl*M**Z*IN+2l+I 3-VN 
1Ul*M** Z 
X•I-OMEN1*SHE3+DMEN3 * SHE 1 l / IOMENZ*SHE3•0MEN3*SHE2l 
Y•I-DMENZ*SHEl+OMEN1 * SHEZl /I OMEN2* SHE3- 0MEN3•SHE2l 
RETURN 
EN D 
~U~~0~L~~OU~~~~ v~~~0~ 1 f~l 1 ~A (b~ZbF THE INTEGRAL OF 
COSINE I!XXOTH ETAI CO SIN E IIYY*THETA l COS INE llll*THETAI 
AS THETA RANGE S FROM ZERO TO TWO PI 
IMPLICIT REAL*B IA- H,O-Zl 
81•0.DO 
82•0. 0D O 
83=0.000 
84=0.0DO 
IFIIXX- I YY-I ZZI 1, 2, l 
81=.500 
IF IIXX+IYY+I ZZI 3, 4, 3 
82• • 50 0 
lFI!XX- lYY+IZZI5,6 ,5 
83=.500 
lFI IXX+lY Y-IZZI7,8,7 
84= .sao 
VALUE=I81+8 2+8 3+84l• 3 .14l 592653589793238 
RETURN · 
EN D 
THE l NTEGRAL 
S lN EI! XX *TH ETAl S I NE I l YY H HE TAl COS INE I IZZ*THETAI 
AS THETA RANGES FR OM ZE RO TO TWO PI 
IMPLI CIT REAL*8 IA -H,O-ZI 
~1=0 .00 
82=0 . 000 
83=0 . 000 
84=0.000 
VALUE=O.OOO 
~~ : ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~i ~ !! ~.l 
81=.500 
IF( IXX+JYY+IZZ) 3 ,4, 3 
82=- . 500 
I FIT XX-IYY+TZZI 5 ,6, 5 
83=. 500 
lF I IXX+lYY-lZZI 7 , 8 , 7 
84=-.500 
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f~!! 0~~~~5¥~~~lU~ok~Q·f~~ 0 bEFLECTION MAT~IX Of R~P~E S~ NT ATI V E POJNI~ ~N HE PLATE FOR USE IN SU!ROUTINE CONTR ~~.t.~IOA~i~B~~MIA-H,O-Zl 
~g::g~m~~~s~mol.vt 1001 , 
lOMMON/CHUNK/OATAI1 60,1101 1DUMMI800 01 , AI8 0 ,80 l CONMON/MUJK/EIVUI 100l 0TENP 11 001 ~~S~3~~~:.g/MCOUNTIIO l,JOY,N,M,INIT,THICK 
~=~~~~ 1 ~4zro~E~~l~~6~,1NIT,THICK 
00 1 25 NI0 2 1,N 
00 125 MI0•1,M 
JROW•INID-ll*M+~ID 
EIVUIJRDW l•AIJROW0NO l 
125 ~~A~¥~~~911NIO,MC UNTIMIDl,liJ.OW,NOI 
DO 210 IY•1oll0 
WY•IY 
~~-Ho 5 h~~ , 160 











DO 213 Ml0• 1,M 
JROW•INI O-IlOM+MI D 
214 ~ew!~S~;~l~~!if~6o~b~ARE*IXIJR0Wl+OVAREOYIJR0Wlll* DCOSIMCOUNTIMI 
I Dl*TH ETAl*AIJROW, NO l 
GO TO 213 
2 15 WWo=WWW+P ARE•ti,DO +OVA RE*IXIJROWl+OVARE*YIJROWl ll* DSIN I MCOUNT ( M! 
lDl•TH ETAl*AIJROW , NO l 
2 13 CONTINUE 
210 DATA I!X,!Yl=W WW 
WRITE (6,9901 JOY ,N ,M,INIT,THICK 
92 ~~~~l~~[~~! ~AP OF OEFLECTION'l 
CALL CON~AP 
90 FORMATilX,•CRITICAL SUCKLING STRESS • •,GI2,5, • PSI '/ /lX , 'COE FF I C! 
lENTS OF THE SERIE S '//) 
91 FORJifiAT(l X,'N= '12,' M='il2f' A(N,MJ • 1 tG 16 .6 } 
990~=~~~~~.~~~~X;~~~~~ft~~E~ S~ :G 1~~~i~HN•,2X , I3,3X,2HM= , 2X , I3,3X,6HT ER 
RETURN 
444 FORMAT! IX, •ELAP SED TIME = ' ,GI3,5, ' SECONDS ' 1 
END 
SUBROUTINE CONMAP 
THIS SUBRO UTINE WILL PRO DUCE A MAP OF THE NUMBERS CO NTAIN ED 
IN THE ARRAY 4, 
160 IS THE NUMBER OF LINES OF THE MAP 
110 IS THE WIDTH OF A LINE 
6?=22~{B~u~~f~~}6eJ~~~~igyMMI8000l,DUM21128DOl 
DATA 15/lHL,lHO,{H 1 lHl,lH ,lH2,1H tlH3,Ui ,1Hit 1 1H 1 l H5 1 lH 1 1H6, llH ,1H7,1H ,lH8 1 lH ,1H9,1H 1 lHO, lHM/ 
FIND THE MAX AN D MIN DEFLECTIONS 
CC=-1 . E70 
BB• I.E70 
DO 5 1=1,160 
gg=~M~~}~~~~A(I,Jll 
8B=A~IN1 1 8B,AII,Jll 
CONTINUE 
6 W~b~~i~ft~HC~l~ 8 DEFLECTION = oEI5.5,L7H MIN DEFLECTION = ,E \ 5.5 1 
WR I TE THE DEFLEC T ION 
DO 7 1= 1,!60 
00 4 J:z: l,llO 
IFIAII,Jl-8 81 30,30,31 
30 JK=I 
GO TO 34 
31 IF ICC- AI I,Jll 32 , 32 ,33 
32 JK=23 
GO TO 34 
33 JK =20. •IAI I,Jl-B81/ICC-8BI+2,5 
34 CONTINUE 
4 LINEIJl•ISIJKl 
7 WRITE(6,81 LINE 






































0 0 37 




00 0 1 
00 0 2 
0003 
000 4 





































00 4 2 
00 4 3 
0044 














































~WV§O~~ ~~OutY~~L~O~~~~¥~ A ~ATR I X EIG ENVALUE OF THE FORM I AX+BI Y•O 
~0 t~HlH~ 0~ ~G~~eAr~~=~lTR~~~RlN~ ' v ~·zcAlEA~REc~i~~~S~e~bR "~l~~Yt~~ 
la:~A~}~u~~' ~ i~ul~o~l?r~APA1100I 
COMMON/CHUNK/AI80,BOI,BI80,8 0 1 0 EIVRI 80 , 80 1 DO 1 1•1 0 LINK ~?v~c i:~r~l~~.Jl 
~: ::~l:r:~R t i,J . 
CALCU LA TE AND PRINT THE TRACE OF A 
TR•O. OO 
DO 11 1•1 0 LINK 11 ~~iJ~:~' [I l 1 TR 
12 FORMA T! §H TR ACE • ,G1 5 .71 
CALL JACVAT ILIN KI 
CALL PRINN I 4oLINK,Ol 
SUM THE EIVU'S 
SUM=EIVUI 1 1 
20 ~3. 2 ~s~=~E\~~~~~ 
21 ~~A~i}~!f~ 1 sG~~EIVU =oG15. 71 
00 2 J•1,LINK 
~E.~o!oA•LINK 
00 3 JOKE = 1,LINK 
SUM=EIVRIJOKE,II •B IJ OKE,Jl +SUM 
AlloJI=SUM 
DO 4 J= 1 , Ll NK 
DO 4 l=1,L!NK 
SUM=O . OO 
00 5 JOKE ~ l,L!NK 
~ ~Y~:1 l !~~~K E I •EIVR I JOKE,Jl+SUM 
DO b I~l,L I NK 
C CHECK FOR NEGATI VE EIGENVALUES. IF ANY AR E NE GITIV E RET URN 
C TO THE CALLING PROGRAM 
c 
IFIEIVU I !l l 30,3 0, 31 
~g ~~~~lT l ~~6~ ! THE VALUE OF AN EIGENVALUE I S LESS TH AN ZERQ ' I 
RETURN 
31 C8 NTINUE 
TEMPAII I =OSORTIEIVUI I II 
6 E I VUIII = l .DO/OSORTIF I VUIII I 
00 7 l = ! ,L!NK 
DO 7 J= 1 LI NK 
AI I , JI =B 7l ,JI*EIVUII I *EIVU I JI 
81 I, J I=Eiv• c I,JI 
CALL J ACVAT I LINKI 
DO 8 l=l,LINK 
DO 8 J• l 0 LINK SUM• O.OO 
9 ~SM~B~~~~e ! fH~~VRIJOKE,JI+SIIM 
B ~b1! 6 1l~~-~r~~PA!ll 
10 E IVUI l 1•-l.OO/ElVUil I 
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0 0 14 































00 4 6 






0 0 54 
ce ss 
0 05 6 





0 06 2 
v0 63 
0 0 64 
0 0 6 5 
0 066 



















0 0 86 
0 0 8 7 







SET THE MATRIX E!VR EQUAL TO THE IDENTITY MATRIX 
99 CONTINUE . 
100 
101 
DO 101 J•1,N 
~~vm.H!o~oDo 
EIVR!J,Jl~1.00 0 
CHECK SYMMETRY OF THE GIVEN MATRIX A. IF TWO SYMMETRIC ELEME~TS ARE 











FORMAT ( 26H I N JA CVAT, MA TR I X A = 0 
RE TURN 
CALCULATE THE STOPPING CRITERION 
11 3 AVGFzOfLOAT!N*( N- 11 1•.55 
0'= 0. 00 0 
00 11 4 JJ • 2, N 
DO 114 !! = 2,JJ 
S=AC li-1,JJl /ATOP 
114 D=S* S+D 
DSTDP= C 1. D- 1 2 1*0 
CALCULATE TH E THRE SHOLD, TH RSH 
THRSH • DS CRTC D/AVGfi*AT OP 
START A SWEEP 
115 IFLAG• O 
DO 130 JC OL=2,N 
JC OL1 =JC OL-1 
~?J!i?~~~S~jeo~T 0L 1 
DSTOP 
COMPARE THE OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENT WI TH THRSH 
!FCDA8 SCA!Jl-THRSHI130,130 0 117 117 AII=A!IROW,IROWI 
AJJ=AIJC OL ,JCOLI 
S=AJJ- A I I 












118 ~ ~ t ~~~ ~ CAI J I-1. D-17*DA BSIS II130 ,1 30 .11 8 
fb I~f .~grA~ !?N I S VE RY CLOS E TO 4 5 DEG REE S , SET SIN AND cos · 
119 l~6 ~o~r} ~;8~?SC A IJI - D A BS I S I111 6 ,119,11 q 
C=S 
GO TO 120 








S= 0 . 25 /0SC RTC0. 2 5+T•TI 
COS = C , S I,. S 
C=D SCRTC O. S+SI 
S=2.*T• S I C 
CA LCULATION OF THE NE W ElEMENT S OF MATRIX A 
00 121 1=1,I RO W 
T=A I I.IR OWI 
U= AC I ,JCO L I 
AC I, !ROWl =C * T- S*U 
1~!J d§S~~·S•T+ C*U 
IF112-JCOLI127,127,1 23 
CONTINUE 
DO 1 22 1= 1 2 ,JC OL 
T=AC I-1, J COLI 
~(t:[ ~ ~~ol)l~*U+C*T 
AI I RO W,I - li=C*U-S*l 
ACJ COL ,JCOLI=S*AIJ+ C•AJJ 
~b~ ~~~ ·J~~~6~~~ACI R OW,IR O WI -S*lC*AIJ- S*AJJI 
T= AI I RO W,JI 
U=ACJC OL,JI 
A(I ROW,JI =C •T-S*U" 























0 11 6 
0 117 













































































~WlAJJO~I~g~~~et52s ARE WANT ED BY USER 
IFINOYESI13t,12 6 , 131 
60NTi~U~ ~~tl~~ i!~~~•T-EIVRIJ, JCOLI•S 










tAL.tULA TE THE NEW NORM D AND CO~ PARE WITH OSTOP 
i2mmoP 
o•o-s•s IFIO-OS TOPI126 0 ,129,129 
RECALCULATE OSTOP AND THRSH TO DISCARD ROUNDING E ~~O R S 
ggotigo u:~. ~J ~-At 1-1,JJIIATOP 
sf~• !~ .o-lZI•D ~HR H•OlQRT(DIAVGFI•ATOP 
CON INUE IFIIFLAGI115o134,11 5 
ENDING ROUTINE RESET ~ATRIX A AND PLACE EIGENVALU ES I N EIVU 
T•Al1[11 mul j~~VUtll 
DO 132 J•2 ,N 
Ii~~j~~~IVUIJI 
EIVUCJI•T 














































































































































IHijJ ::fj!l1!'1 ~~f1!tr!i~!~~~~~~3geNOM4 IUB 6 a-( + • K+ ll•l K+31•XSTA R•Y• ENO N5 UBII --, +21 • K* (K+ 1 1•YSTAR•DENON4 
BUB ; •- +21*1K+!I*IK+21*Y~TAR*X*DI:s=S ~Me~ KK: ,;21*1K+ I•IK+JI•Y TAR • v•D 6 
•-K• 1+11*11+21*X~TAR*DENON3 ~HI··rBzl·rue!KKI II •-K• •ll•l)*OEN0~2 IH ::K:!r;~l:~l!tf:~.~~~~~~NON4 8U8! •-jK+li*I1+11*11+21*X*XSTAR*gE=s:; ~tlglt!:: ~! 11 :'l!f!:tl!~!~~~6~! AR* E S 
8UBIB • - «+il•II+11*11+21*Y*XSTAR*OENON5 BU8191•-1K+ZI* II + 2 1 *11+ 3 1•Y•YSTA~•DENOM6 
00 3 KK• , CJ 
U82r•U82 +8U8!KKI ~tl~ il:::::::tl:t::~:~;~~~~N3 
~tlgl~l::ft!li!li ~~r~~!~~~~e=!2*DENOM3 
8U8! 51•-jl+li*II+2IO XSTAR*X*L**2*DENO~ 8U8 61•- I+ 1*!1+2 1*XST AR*Y*L**2*DENON5 
BUS 71 •-! 1+21* 11 + 3I*YSTAR*L**2*DEN~~ ~tl~I~J::ll! ~l!ll!~ l:~~t!~:t::~:~!8e~8=l 
DO 4 KK•1, 9 
U83A•U83 A+8U8!KKI 
~tl~l!l==~=~ ~!l l!j::~=~~~~:~DENDN 3 
BUB I 31•-K*IK+li*J**2*YSTAR•DENOH~ 




BUBI91•-!K +2l*I K+3 l*Y*J** 2*YSTAR*DENOH6 




BUBC~J •CK+l) *I *X*OENOM3 
~tl~f~l=l~!ll!ll!ll:~:~~t~~=g~~g:; 
8U8(7l•IK+2l* l ll*Y*DENOH4 
RtlRI~l:l~!~l:!l!ll!~~~~~:~:g~~g:~ 
DO 6 KK•l, 9 
6 UB4•U8~+BU81KK I 
8UBill•J**2*K*DE~OH2 
BUBI21•J**Z*IK+1l*X*DENOM3 
BUB!3) • J**2*(K+2l*Y*DENOH4 




BU8(91•J••2• 1K+2 1*YSTAR*Y*OENOM6 





BU815l • l**2* 11+11*XSTAR*X*OENOM4 
BU8!61 =L••2• 11+2l* X*YSTAR*DENOM5 





BUB I2l •J••z•L•*? * XST'R*OENO M3 
BU8!3l • J**2*L**2*YSTAR*DENOM4 
BUBI41=J•*Z*L**2*X*DENOMJ 
g~g:~!:j::~:t:: ~ =~=~~t~~=g~~g=; 
BUB!7l•J**Z*L**2*Y*OENOM4 
BUBIBl•J0*2*L**Z*Y*XST AR*DENOM5 
8UB I 9 ) =J**Z*l**2*Y*YSTAR*DENOM6 
DO 9 KK•1,9 
9 UB6~UB6+8UBIKKl 
BU811l • I*J*K*L*DENOM2 
BUB I ZI=I*J* IK+l l*L * X*DENOH3 
8UB I 3l= I*J *IK+21*L*Y*DENDM4 
BUBI4l~ll+1l*J*K*L*XSTAR*OENnH3 
BUB I 51 = 11 +ll*J*IK+1l*L*XS TA R*X*DENOH4 
8U8(61 = !1+1l*J*IK+2l*L*XSTAR*Y*DENOH5 
BUBI7 1=11+2 l *J *K*L*YSTAR*DENOH4 
BUBIBI • II+21•J•IK+li*L*Y STAR*X*DENOH5 
BUB!91 • 11+21*J*IK+2l*L*Y STAR*Y*DENOM6 
10 3g7!8e~~sO~fKKl 
BUBili•-J*K*DEN0 ~2 
BUB!21 • -JOI K+1l*X*DENOH3 
RUB13l=-J•IK+2l*Y*DEN0~4 
BUBI41 • -J*K*XSTAR*DENOH3 
BUBI5l =-J*IK+1l*XSTAR*X* DE NOM4 
BUBI61 • -J*IK+21*XSTAR*Y*DENOM5 
BUBI71 •- J*K*YSTAR*OENOH4 
BUB I BI=-J*IK+11*Y STAR*X*OENO M5 
BUB I 9 1=-J•IK+2l•YSTAR*Y* DE NOM6 
DO 11 KK=1 ,9 
11 UBBA=UBSA+BUBIKKI 
BUB I 11=-L* I *DENOM2 
BU8(2l=-L*II+1l* XSTAR*DENOM3 
BUB I 31•-L* II+ 2l*YSTAR*DENOM4 
BUBI4 l =-L*I*X*DENOM3 
BUBI51=-L*II+1l*X*XSTAR*DENOM4 
BUB16l =-LO(I+2l*X*YSTARoDENO M5 
BUB I71 =-L*I*Y*OEN OH4 
8UB I 81=-LO(I+11•Y*XSTAR*DENOM5 
BUBI91 =-L*II+2l*Y*YSTAR*DENOM6 
12 S~eA!u~~6l~~e•KK ) 
BUBili • J*L*DENOHZ 
BUB!2l=J•L* XSTARODENOH3 





BUB1 81 =J*L* Y*XST AR*OENDH 5 
BU8(9 ) •J*L*Y*YSTAR*DE N0Mh 
13 sg9!~e~~aO~fKKI 




BUBI5l=ll+l i *IK+1l*X*X STAR*DENOMZ 
8U8(61 •(1+ li*I K+2 l*Y *X STAR*DENOM3 
BUB (7l • II+2 1*K*YSTAR•DENOM2 
BUB IBI •II+Zl* I K+11*YSTAR*X*DENOH3 
BUBI9 1= 11+2l*IK+2l•YSTAR•Y•DENOH4 
DO 14 KK=1, 9 
14 US1 • US1+BUBIKK) 
8USI1l • I•K• DE NOM2 
BUBI2l • I*IK+1l* X*DEN OM3 
SUB(JI=I*IK+ Zl*Y*DENO M4 
BUBI4l = II+1 1*K* XSTA R*DENO MJ 
BU 8151 • 11+1l*IK+1l*X• XSTAR*DENOM4 
67 
- ~~p BHRl~l=lft~j=k~*~t~~=~~~e~tDENOH5 
02 9 RHR ~ :1 !21!l~! l!~~ra~!~!8~~g=~ gm D~ ~ KK•1r 15 U 2•n2+8U CMMI 
sm BUB • *K 0 NOH~ eug -l•jM+~I•x•oeNoH~ m; BU •I• K+ I*Y*DENON6 gm iHI l!:ll:ii:j~~~~:;:~~~~~~oeNoN~ • + * K+ *Y*X TAR*DE OH 
0228 BHR : ! w:r rmmmoENOM7 sm 8~8 • +2~*~M+ I*YSTAR*Y*DE NOH8 
0231 
u ~~ mbAcMM I 0232 16 
0233 
'"'Jl!"''''"l'i' 0234 BUB •J•L*X T R*OENOHl 0235 BUB 3 • J*l *YSTAR*DENOM2 
0236 8 8 ~ •J*L*X*OENOH1 
0237 sHe(~ •J*L*X*X~TAR*DENOH2 
0238 gtl~~~~:j:t:~=~E~~~~DENOH3 0239 gm gugj8j•j*l*Y*X~TAR*O~NOH3 U ~ • *\*Y*Y TAR*D NOH4 0242 0~~! ~~au~( KK 0243 11 0244 i"''l!"'"'"''!'' 0245 BUBC • J*L* XSTAR*DENOH3 0246 8U81 3 •J*L*YSTAR*DENOH~ 
0247 BUB 4 •J*L*X*DENOH3 
0248 eugi5 •J*l*X*X~TAR*DENOM4 02 49 BU 6 •J*L*X*Y TAR*OENOH5 
025 0 sue 71•J•L•v•oENCH4 
0251 8U8(81•J*l *Y*XSTAR*DENOH5 
0252 8U8191•J*L*Y*Y STAR*DENOH6 
02 53 s~5!3s~~sb~~KKI 0254 18 
0255 BU8Cli•J*l*DENOM4 
02 56 BUBC I•J*L*X~TAR•OENOH5 
0257 gtlgll l:j:t:~.6~~b~~NOH6 0258 
0259 8U815l • J*l *X*XSTAR*DENOH6 
0260 gtlgl~l:j:t:~=~~~~~~OENOH7 0261 
0 262 g~gl* l:j:t:~=~~l~::g~~8=~ 0263 
0264 s~6!3s~~8b~( •• , 0265 19 
0266 8U8Cl l•-J*K•OENOH 
0267 g~glil ::j!l~!~l=~=g~~g=~ 0268 
0269 BU81 41•-J*K*XSTAR*OENOH1 
0270 8UBC51•-J•IK+11*XSTAR*X*OENOH2 
0271 8U8C6 •-J•IK+21*XSTAR*Y*OENOM3 
0272 BU8 17 •-J•K*YSTAR*OENOM2 
0273 8U8C8l •-J*CK+1l*YSTAR*X*OENOH3 
0274 8U819l=-J•CK+2l*YSTAR*Y*OENOH4 





0281 8U81 5l•-L•II+1l*XSTAR*X*OENOH2 
0282 8U816J•-L*II+2l*X*YSTAR*OENOH3 
0283 8U8C7l •-l*I*Y*DENOH2 
0284 8U818l•-l*CI+1l*Y*XSTAR*OENOH3 
0285 8U819l•-l*ll+2l•YSTAR*Y*OENOM4 
0286 s~7~!u~~B!~~81KKI 0287 21 
0288 8U811l•-J*K*OENOM2 












0304 BU816J•-l*ll+2l•X•Y STAR*OE~0~5 
0305 BUBI7l=-L•I•Y•OE ~OH4 
03 06 8U818l=-l*ll +1l* Y* XSTAR*OENOH5 
0307 6UBI9J=-L*CI+2l*YSTAR•Y•DE~OH6 
0308 DO 23 KK • 1,9 
03 09 23 US88=US88+8U81 KK J 
0310 BU811l=-J•K*DEN0~4 
0311 g~g~~~~=~=:~: ~ :=~=8~ ~g=~ 0312 
0313 8U814l=-J•K*XST4R•OEN0~5 
0314 BUBI5l•-J*IK+1l• XSTAR* X*O ENOH6 
0315 BUBI6l•-J•IK+ 2 l*XSTAR*Y*OENOM7 
03 16 8UBI7l=-J*K*YSTAR*OENOM6 
0317 BUBC8l=-J•IK+1l*YSTAR•X•OENOM7 
0318 8UBC9J=-J•CK+2l*YSTAR*Y*OENOH8 




0324 BUBI4l=-L•I*X*OE~OM 5 
0325 8UBC5 l =-L•II+11*XSTAR*X*OENOM6 




0330 DO 25 KK=1,9 











































































oi=~~!~b~ lft~:gi~R~l~I~ I. cr6,151,D I6 ,61,EI1,6l,x r 1, 61 
}•pl~l~~~~~6,6 ) . 0 LEAST SQUARES EXTRA POLA TI ON PROGRAM 
SEE APPENDIX C 
THIS PROGRA• SO LVE S THE MATRIX EQUATION 
XITRANSI~BI TRANSI*A* II A I TRANS*AIINVERSEI 
THIS IS USED IN THE LEAST SQUA RES EX TRAPO LATION TO 
DETERMINE THE MIN -VALUE OF K, THE BUCKL I NG COEF, SEE APPENDI X E, 
LOAD THE MATRT CIES A AND B TRANS , 




~ll:!l:lo8 . /AM/AM 
A1ff34i! ~88.i~~~~~M/AM/AM 
A!I,§J•10000,/ AN /AN/AN / AN 
10 t~NftNU~OOOO, / AN / AN/ AM/AM 
WRITE16,1051 
WRITE!6o 1001 IIAII,JJ, J•1 , 6 lol•1,1 5 l 
WRITE! 6 .1031 IR11,JI,J=1,151 
CALCULATE THE TR ANS POSE OF MATRIX A ANO STO RE IN MATRI X C. 
~~~~Er~;~~~t·c. 1 5,61 
WRITE!6,10ll I!CI I ,JI,J=l,l51,1=1,6 
CALCULATE THE PRODUCT A TRANS * A AND STORE IN MATRIX O, 
CALL GMPROCC,A,Q,6 , l5,6 1 
WRITEI6,1071 
WRITE(6,1021 I 10 1 I ,Jl, J=l, b 1, 1•1,6 














CALCULATE THE INVERSE OF THE PRODUCT A TRANS * A, THAT I S 0 
INVERSE AND STORE THE INVERSE IN O, 
s~~~E~~~r~~~6,Z,P,Ql 
WRITE!6ol021 1101 loJI,J=1o6 I .1•1 0 6 WRITE(6, 103 1 l · 
CHECK A TRANS * A FOR SI NGU LAR ITY 
s:t~Er~=~8~?·~rgr~:~ ~~=1,6 1 ,1•1,61 
CALCULATE THE PRODUCT R TRANS * A AND STORE IN E. 
CALL GMPRO CB,A,E,l,l5 1 61 WRITEI6,l091 
WRITE!6,1041 IEI1,JI,J=1 ,6 I 
CALCULATE THE P~COUCT 18 TRANS* Al*IIA TRANS • AIIN VE RSE I AND 
STORE IN X, 
CALL GMPRD(E,O,Xtlt6t61 
WRITE 16,1101 
WRITEI6.104l IXI1,JI,J=l, 6 
PRINT THE VALUE S OF x. 
e~~~~.L:lJ 6 r , x l 1 I I 





FORMAT! 6E15 . 51 
FORMAT(lHQ,• MATRIX A'J 
FORMAT(1H0 0 ' MATRIX AT'I FOR~ATClHO,• MATRIX AlA') 
FOR~ATI1HO,• ~ATRIX I ATAIIN'I 
FOR~AT!1H0o' MATR I X ~TA'I 
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